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Specific topic – paragraph 29 of proposed text 

 
Co-Facilitator: welcome to the 7th informal consultations. On informal-informals (move to 3-
5pm)  

• lively discussion on clarifying some of the issues raised by G77 and discussion was well 
on the way at the end so propose that this consultation speak to some of the same 
issues - the proposal tabled by G77 right before  

• Proposal since been published as CRP document - should be available on the website. 
This is the last informal and last chance to air your views in crisp, crunchy, 
comprehensible form so that co-facilitators can reflect 

Plead - we all know the issues - and make sure you bring up what you feel or else it will never 
come up. Make sure you understand where we are at in this. Last hour - and then take what you 
get. And that’s the reality you face.  
 
Palestine - G77: would be helpful to have our text on the screen again. Also felt like something 
we lacked was their colleagues’ texts - ask parties to indicate whether they think their ideas a 
text. Remember, this is not a negotiating text - trying to capture what it is.  
 
U.S.: caution against competing texts. Would be happy to come up with more text if had more 
time and not going to reiterate what said with inf-inf. Another quick question - relationship 
between proposed network and expert groups. What exactly envisioned between proposed 
network groups and expert groups? 
 
Co-Facilitator: Please just ask questions - no time for restatements of positions.  
 
Australia: the text gave the other day didn’t mention the TFD.  
 
Georgia: serious concerns about structure of the WIM right now and perhaps our interventions 
thus far have not provided enough context for others to view position properly. Think that as 
currently constituted, not efficiently equipped to address WIM needs of all developing countries 
in all different regions (region from which Georgia comes does not have its particular needs and 
circumstances are not addressed)  
 
Palestine - G77: relationship between Santiago network on loss and damage and WIM 
Santiago network would be technical network or partnership of financing mechanisms, 
governments, experts (loose network) but how it operates/definition of modalities would be 
prepared by expert group which would be set up by EXCOM next year. Terms of reference (i.e. 
relationship with EXCOM) would depend on decision of expert group and WIM EXCOM. 
EXCOM (policy arm) and network would then be part of the WIM (implementation network) — 
take some ideas from the expert groups, task forces that EXCOM has created, and implement 
—> to support implementation and broaden access to support. So that don’t have to always rely 
on the WIM EXCOM - could look to others 
 
U.S.: difficulty in setting up organizations within the UNFCCC. Would it be more helpful to give 
the EXCOM a specific modality for setting up this network. Technical tool to be applied across 
countries, their context,  
 



Norway: can. You please explain what is in it? Because I can’t quite grasp it.  
 
Palestine - G77: Comes from the perspective that WIM EXCOM can’t do it all within our 
system/framework. what we’ve been seeing/doing is that there’s a difference between what 
EXCOM does and what developing country is looking for the WIM itself to do - technical 
assistance, from institutions within and outside of the UNFCCC, —> missing implementation 
link. Policy guidance could be looked at by parties or other stakeholders in broader L&D 
community and be able to channel that/realize that into implementable action. Feel it is through 
the network clearly through loss and damage rather than created for another purpose so that 
governments can go to that network and look for resources that will match their needs. To move 
the WIM from being EXCOM centric because that’s what we’ve been trying to say this whole 
time, that its bigger one.  
 
Guinea: problem right now is that what producing right now isn’t useful for developing countries 
- abstracts, papers, etc. isn’t helping loss and damage — ensuring that modalities either through 
task force on displacement - information providing - no one has chance these on the ground so 
relies on the network to test these tools. Usefulness is based on the ground - have to test - test 
via these. 
 
And talking about risk assessments. Know what its like NAPs - will have guidance from these 
orgs to give us info necessary to inform excom to make product more country action oriented, 
north-south, south-south. Can draw on network to get advice on i.e. salinization without waiting 
for operationalizing body.  
 
It is an idea and the main idea is connection on the ground.  
 
St, Lucia: questions posed earlier.  
 
Overlap of creation with expert group - but also with i.e. slow onset and non-economic losses. 
For finance, capacity-building, and technology [CTCN]. All of these things are things for the 
expert group. Making sure that there are understandings for how to use products do have 
[capacity building]. To help effect. 
 
Mapping - the resources are there and what are they ? Where are they and connected to 
whom?  
 
What would broadening the language of language in financing paragraph mean? 
On issue of upscaling? (on action and support - not averse to idea) 
 
On issue of guidance, references relationship between SCF and EXCOM. What would that be?  
 
E.U.: in the previous session, heard proposal, asked questions, and also proposed alternative 
text so hopes all of these will be included in the texts. Share view that need to find ways of 
strengthening role of WIM in bringing together actors but aren’t most convinced that this is the 
most practical or most forward - more strategic practice one better. Excom set up as technical 
body, not policy wise, and this seems to be where its worked the best (TFD and Fiji cleaning 
house) Please recognize these two successes.  
 
Call for scaling up support - look at language agreed upon in that context for way to move 
forward - discuss variety of different sources 



 
Invite to further engage with SCF. Wouldn’t be appropriate to have guidance be discussed here. 
And some discussions here also being discussed elsewhere 
 
Operationalizing - support, making use of resources, including the CTCN, the GEF, but believe 
that listing would limit more.  
 
Australia: if you want to broaden scope of all sources of funding —> success attracts money so 
have language about results-based finding. Also tight focus - time-bound work to do for exec 
committee. Doesn’t think the best way to do this is network. Two clear tasks - look at results and 
impact and help parties use the material and then doing analysis, looking at mapping (much 
more forward looking —> but also map how we reach new sources as well). Disappointed that 
heard that EXCOM stuff was useless - U.S. proposal - and make sure that when chose a 
member for EXCOM, choose one with expertise in EXCOM - bring knowledge from the field and 
then will hopefully get more of the voice trying to help.  
 
Colombia (AILAC):  

1. Willingness - possible to have clarity w/regards to possibility 
2. Predictable step forward to engage with GCF 
3. Dedicated group to oversee work and another way to guide these actions.  

Also, we hear that don’t want to talk about this finance mechanism here but then we try to bring 
it up in the financial mechanism  
 
CO-facilitator: We would appreciate if you have language for that, that you give it to us.  
 
TImor - Leste: work of EXCOM is at national level and very hard to implement at national level. 
Need a network to help implement work done at EXCOM and expert levels. Focus will be how to 
bring together public and private stakeholders, both at international and national levels. And 
implement activities addressing loss and damage. To harmonize, bring together stakeholders to 
implement action for loss and damage.  
 
And help with accessing and support of loss and damage both inside and outside of convention 
to minimize loss and damage. And delivering issues of programs of expert groups ex) difficult to 
implement if no network building agency in place. Helpful by engaging in related bodies at 
national level. How link facility of network implementation of entity to experts established under 
EXCOM to EXCOM itself. 
 
Ecuador (like-minded): align with G77 statement. Reflect on two things that very disappointed 
re: finance. They always ask to talk about finance in the room of finance but then try and they 
say go to WIM. Same thing happened with adaptation.  
 
Proposal clearly says WIM. Maybe we should have this proposal in the next iteration.  It’s very 
clear. we are very clear and we would like to see that on the screen. Maybe there are other 
funds outside of the UNFCCC but we need to operationalize this part of the finance.  
 
Products of WIM - not that need to discuss products of WIM. We need to have action in our 
communities and those need projects. So we would need actual proposals on that.  
 



New Zealand: on the network idea, the review of the excom today, reflected many benefits of 
TFD so would there be more efficiency in strengthening the current systems? And getting new 
sources flowing.  
 
U.S.: number of paras on capacity building in the proposed texts of co-facilitators that the U.S. 
could work with re: production of EXCOM. How is telling everyone there is a gap in financing a 
capacity building exercise? Instead should say how many find and then have to be realistic 
about network that we already have - the IOM works with the TFD. Do we need to build a new 
network of people or build relationships with the relationships on the ground  
 
Norway: answer question from St. Lucia - narrow now because just says public funds.  
 


